Lewis–Mogridge Points: A Nonarbitrary Method to Include Induced Traffic in Cost-Benefit Analyses
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We propose a new method to estimate benefits of road network improvements, which allows to include the induced demand without arbitrary assumptions. Instead of estimating induced demand (which is nontrivial and hardly possible in practice), we search for demand induction where initial benefits are mitigated to zero. Such approach allows to formulate a dual measure of benefit, covering both the potential benefits and the likelihood of consuming them by the induced traffic. We first estimate benefits of road network improvement assuming that traffic demand is fixed. Consequently, we find demand model configurations at which the benefits of the new investment become null, i.e., all the initial benefits are consumed by the traffic demand growth. We call such states of induced demand the Lewis–Mogridge points of the analysed improvement. We select the most probable of such points and use it to calculate the proposed novel indicator $\mu$, for which the initial benefits (obtained under a fixed-demand assumption) are multiplied with a demand increase rate needed to consume them. We believe that such measure allows to include the critical phenomena of induced traffic and, at the same time, to overcome problems associated with reliable estimation of induced demand. As we illustrate with the case of two alternative road improvement schemes in Kraków, Poland, the proposed method allows to estimate maximal threshold of induced traffic and to select scenario more resilient to induced traffic.

1. Introduction

Induced (generated) traffic, spurred by improvements in road networks, is nowadays a recognised phenomenon in transportation planning practice, especially in case of large-scale development projects. It either may result from new road projects (new network links) or upgrades to current network (existing network links) such as carriageway widening and construction of grade-separated junctions. These projects substantially alter the existing travel conditions and accessibility levels and thus facilitate additional growth in trip volumes in the network. Ample research and empirical evidence indicate that changes in the level (quality) of service resultant, e.g., from road improvements, are likely to encourage shifts in long-term mobility patterns and activity chains [1–3]. Such changes may lead to extra growth in road traffic, which would not otherwise occur and possibly may contribute to even worse road congestion [4]. This resembles the classical economic law of supply demand, which states that decreasing cost on the supply side (i.e., generalised cost of travel) encourages further demand for that particular good/service (i.e., travel activities) [5].

A key challenge in road appraisal process is how to predict what shift in mobility patterns will be induced by the analysed road network changes. Such estimates are crucial to properly assess the actual benefits of road investments, which might be often overestimated due to a fixed-demand assumption [5]. To overcome this overestimation risk, the notion of demand elasticity (flexibility) is typically incorporated in analytical models. This implies that travel demand becomes a function of supply, i.e., traffic volumes being flexible and sensitive to road network improvements [6]. Such approach allows to estimate the actual changes in travel behaviour and include them in cost-benefit analysis (CBA).
estimations. Unfortunately, such methods require solid empirical support and the results strongly rely on the model parametrization. In practice, reliable data on demand elasticity seem to be either available only ex-post (i.e., when making short- and long-term observations of induced traffic) or are assumed arbitrarily (i.e., when making assumptions analogous to similar investments or using stated preferences, often biased by user responses). Wide variety of projects altering the topology and parameters of road network calls for detailed analysis of induced traffic. This may refer to new investments, including new links (roads, bridges, and tunnels), as well as changes in existing infrastructure, both upgrades (widening and improving) and downgrades (narrowing and restricting).

This raises an issue that we address in this paper, namely, instead of assessing implications of various demand model scenarios, which are often formulated arbitrarily (which seems a predominant approach in practice), we analyse when the benefits become null due to traffic growth. To this end, we propose a method where we hypothesize that Lewis–Mogridge position holds true and we try to determine the likelihood of this hypothesis. As we will show below, this allows to overcome the limitations of arbitrary induced-demand assumptions and, hence, to formulate a novel measure covering both the potential benefits and probability of them being consumed (eroded) in long term due to induced traffic.

This paper is organised as follows. Section 2 provides literature review on induced traffic, comprising general systematics, methodology, popular paradoxes, and positions, including the Lewis–Mogridge position, central to this paper. We review various elastic demand models and the empirical case-study validations of demand elasticity. Section 3 describes the proposed method, starting with the classic four-step model method as a background, and then extending it with Lewis–Mogridge point formalization and assessment method using a novel indicator $\mu$, which can be used to compare alternative scenarios. The method is demonstrated on the case study of the S7 expressway bypass in Kraków in Section 4, where several induced-demand scenarios are analysed, for which the set of Lewis–Mogridge points is obtained and the $\mu$ indicator is used to compare alternative scenarios. Section 5 summarises the paper with conclusions, discussion on practical implications, and further research directions.

2. Background

A precise definition of generated (induced) traffic has been subject to an intensive academic debate, with studies arguing that its effects (consequences) are often hard to distinguish and cannot be observed directly. Furthermore, they tend to overlap and influence each other (e.g., the so-called ripple-effects) and are likely to have different temporal distribution and magnitude (e.g., short- vs. long-term effects) in each individual case [7, 8]. In principle, the components of generated (induced) traffic demand, resultant from road network improvements, can be summarised as follows [4, 5, 7, 9, 10]:

1. Diverted traffic: changes in existing trip patterns, the so-called triple convergence effect [11], including spatial shifts (i.e., travel route changes), temporal shifts (i.e., changes in departure time), and modal shifts (i.e., migration between private and public transport modes).

2. Induced traffic: new trips arising in response to improvements in quality of service (travel times, etc.) in the road network. These can be further subdivided into two main categories:
   a. Direct induced traffic: typically, the short-term response that consists of shifts in trip destinations (mainly nonsystematic trips), trip chaining patterns (e.g., longer and more complex trip patterns), and trip frequencies (increase in travel activities).
   b. Indirect induced traffic: changes in trip patterns which do not result directly from improvements in travel costs (times) but reflect the long-term increase in travel activities stemming from shifts in land-use patterns, new urban and residential developments, mobility and lifestyle changes, etc., which are in turn often facilitated by road network development [12, 13]. Additionally, this subcategory may also encompass the “ripple-effects” in traffic flow itself such as induced traffic arising on an existing road link which was initially alleviated by a new road segment (e.g., construction of the city bypass).

Importantly, the induced traffic should not be confused with economy-based growth in travel demand, resulting from exogenous factors, which are not directly related to the transport infrastructure improvements (such as population growth), though these are often hardly separable in practice. The induced-demand phenomenon is addressed not only for urban traffic but also for public transport; for instance, for high-speed rail [14], the induced demand is included in analyses.

Appraisal of generated (induced) traffic has gained momentum as increasing amount of empirical evidence seemed to indicate that new road and highway developments, especially in urbanised areas, did not actually provide the hitherto envisaged user benefits and congestion relief, and actual traffic volumes on new road segments routinely exceeded the initially forecast values by substantial margins [15, 16]. These phenomena were eventually analysed and concluded in more detail by researchers who noted the “self-defeating” paradoxes of urban capacity policies [17]. Research works of [18, 19] that were later captured in form of the well-known Downs–Thomson hypothesis emphasise that increasing road capacity eventually leads to rising travel cost in urban networks: the increase in private transport demand imposes higher externalities costs and exacerbates road congestion, and the corresponding reduction in public transport demand implies higher unit travel costs, which need to be offset with fare increases, service frequency reductions, etc. As a consequence, the point of equilibrium
travel yields higher cost for both transport modes, the initial objective of road expansion policy eventually “backfires” and leads to overall deterioration of travel conditions. Furthermore, research works essentially seemed to confirm this paradox and provided additional observations, such as these made by [17] that noted that in urban conditions the average car journey speed is highly likely to be determined (at the origin-destination (O-D) level) by the average “door-to-door” speed of public transport journey. It follows that any expansion of urban road capacity is unlikely to be efficient unless it is correlated with a corresponding improvement of public transport system, since in the end the distribution of travel demand flows will adapt to an equilibrium state.

This led to a formulation of an important, evidence-based paradox that is known as the Lewis–Mogridge position [20, 21]; as “traffic expands to meet the available road space,” i.e., benefits initially provided by newly built (or widened) roads become eventually consumed by ever-increasing traffic congestion. The Lewis–Mogridge position has become ever since a “fundamental law of highway congestion” [11]. Though it does not necessarily hold true for each individual road development project, it is commonly referred to in the transport planning literature to point out that urban road capacity expansion projects often do not bring the desirable user benefits—i.e., they do not speed up the car journeys, smooth out the traffic flow, relieve traffic jams, etc. as expected—as in longer run they will attract additional flows [22]. Notably, the traffic induction is not only related to the road network itself but also to parking policy [23], road pricing policy, and land use [24]. The induced traffic may impose additional travel costs which could not only wipe out all these benefits but also produce further externalities to deteriorate the travel conditions. Therefore, demand for road transport in congested urban areas is often a “vicious circle,” hardly satisfiable by further road widening projects, urban motorway schemes, etc. Furthermore, [25] predicts that the autonomous vehicles may induce 2 to 8% road traffic up to 2035.

Typically, the magnitude of induced-traffic phenomenon is determined by the so-called demand elasticity rate, which defines the percentage change in travel demand volume with respect to the relative change in generalised travel costs [10, 26]. Commonly, research sources define the demand elasticity formula as either (a) the difference in traffic volumes, relative to change in car journey times or (b) the difference in vehicle-miles travelled (VMT), relative to changes in the number of lane miles of road capacity [5, 15]. The exact rate of demand elasticity is correlated with a number of assumptions and is also likely to vary noticeably depending on a case study (which may somehow inhibit the comparability of results between individual projects); here, we just recall results from a few research works, which reflect perhaps the most common estimates of induced-traffic elasticity. Goodwin [15] defines average elasticity rates of demand volume (with respect to travel time) equal to −0.5 in short term and up to −1.0 in the long term, as supported by evidence from UK road and highway projects. Noland [27] estimates elasticity rates with respect to (introduced) lane-miles equal to 0.5 in the short run and 0.8 in the long run, with larger elasticity values in case of urban-area projects and collector roads. Schiffer et al. [28] perform a meta-analysis of previous findings and estimate the elasticity of induced vehicle-miles travelled (VMT) with respect to changes in lane-miles road capacity to be within range of 0–0.4 in short term and 0.5–1.0 in long term. Szarata [4] reviews results from multiple case studies, most of which yield the elasticity values (in terms of VMT changes) around ca. 0.4–0.8 in short term and ca. 0.6–1.1 in long term (yet individual studies may also yield rates outside of these ranges).

Furthermore, a common line is that higher demand elasticity should be anticipated in case of higher saturation (congestion) degree of existing road network [5]. Expanding uncongested roads will induce little or no additional traffic volumes: for rural bypass schemes along low-capacity roads, the traffic growth rate is much in line with nationwide forecasts, with barely any evidence of additionally generated traffic [29]. However, in contrary, the large-scale road (highway) schemes “fill up” more than the exogenous (i.e., nonscheme-related) factors would suggest. Empirical evidence from UK-wide postevaluation studies [15] suggested that on average road improvements induced an additional 10% of base traffic in the short term (5–10 years after opening) and 20% in the long term. However, the case study of M25 London Orbital Motorway revealed that the road capacity was filled up much quicker than expected. Summary of ex ante project reviews [30] shows that, under typical urban conditions, around 30%–50% of new road capacity is usually absorbed by induced traffic itself just within the next few years after introducing the road scheme. The growth in traffic volumes is likely to remain sustained over long term in case of large-scale road schemes that have a substantial impact in urban areas, until it reaches a self-limiting equilibrium where eventually traffic volumes would level off [5, 29]. Typically, this would be the state where induced traffic has consumed the whole additional road capacity, essentially, an empirical confirmation of the Lewis–Mogridge position.

As noted by [5], traffic generated by new road improvements has 3 profound implications for transportation planning policies: it mitigates the congestion relief benefits of road capacity expansion programmes, imposes additional externality costs and generates congestion itself, and, finally, provides relatively smaller user benefits, since induced traffic consists mainly of vehicle trips related to nonobligatory trip purposes (e.g., leisure and shopping trips), which are less important in terms of value-of-time benefits.

Appraisal of the induced-traffic effects has recently become popular in transport planning practice [15] and resulted in a growing amount of papers that focused on evaluating user costs and benefits of road capacity expansion programmes. Mackie [31] provides a theoretical reasoning, in analogy to the principles of the classical “supply-demand law”, how net changes in user costs are shaped by an elastic demand response to arising differences in generalised travel cost. For low-saturation network conditions, induced traffic may actually improve the projected net benefits, as long as it does not generate any external costs, and travel conditions...
(travel times) are not negatively affected, which could be associated with minor-scale rural road schemes, local by-passes, etc. [32]. However, and this is most often the case, as network saturation level increases, the equilibrium travel cost point shifts upwards. User benefits gained supposedly from road expansion schemes, which would be expected under the fixed-demand assumption, become actually smaller, until they may become fully consumed; beyond this point, any further changes translate into negative user costs. Litman [5] indicates that induced trips have the largest (negative) incremental travel costs, much higher than diverted trips, since they increase virtually all the externality costs. This implies that a fixed-demand approach is likely to overestimate the potential user benefits, often to a significant extent. Williams et al. [33] develop a formula for assessing the implications of demand elasticity on output performance indicators, which demonstrates that erosion in CO₂ emission benefits is much more substantial than (still negative, yet more resilient) changes in car travel times, even once rates of demand elasticity as small as −0.25 are assumed. Furthermore, findings from this study reveal the contribution of different types of induced-traffic responses to overall changes in net scheme benefits: modal shifts reduce the fixed-demand benefits by ca. 8%–10%, and other responses reduced them by further 6% to 17%.

Importantly, it is often observed that although induced traffic generally comprises a minor share of total traffic volumes, volumes as small as 2% of additional traffic volumes can substantially mitigate the anticipated user benefits, forecast with fixed-demand assumptions. Coombe [16] points out that a bulk share of projected economic benefits comes from time savings and recalls sample findings from a number of UK road appraisal studies. In Norwich case study, demand elasticity rate of −0.5 resulted in an additional 2%–3% number of trips but led to reductions in the fixed-demand economic benefits of more than 20%. Similarly, for the city of Belfast, an induced-traffic rate of just 2% substantially reduces the anticipated reductions in vehicle-hours travelled (which otherwise decrease by 5% in the fixed-demand model). Even more interestingly, a study of crucial urban road development scheme in the already congested West London area indicated that a 1% induced-traffic rate would diminish the fixed-demand economic benefits by 30%. Ness et al. [34] provide further evidence from Denmark road expansion projects, noting that travel time savings in CBA analysis of motorway projects may comprise more than 80% of total benefits.

Regardless of size and scope of the road investment project, induced-traffic effects tend to decrease anyway with the size of analysis area [28]. Changes due to induced traffic from smaller-scale or local road improvement schemes may not be thus initially captured on an aggregate, city-wide scale but could alter substantially the network performance within the direct impact area. Therefore, the effects of induced travel need not be necessarily pronounced in large-scale road and highway projects only. Szarata [4] provides simulation results for a case study of upgrading an existing roundabout to a 3-level interchange with free-flow links in the city of Kraków (Poland). When accounting for the extra 3% induced-traffic volume, this implies a shift from a reduction of 200 vehicle-hours travelled (with a fixed-demand model of average PM peak hour) to an increase of 200 vehicle-hours travelled (induced-demand model) instead, compared to the “do-nothing” scenario, though these local changes diminish on the network-wide scale.

Additionally, actual changes in net road scheme benefits (costs) often vary with respect to the analysis timeframe, being strictly dependent on the demand sensitivity rate. Initial relief provided by road and highway schemes may last for either a few months or a few years, when externality costs imposed by induced traffic still have not outweighed the benefits provided by the expanded road capacity; extending the analysis time horizon can reveal the overall impact of the road scheme and capture the “turning-point” of Lewis–Mogridge paradox when the net scheme contribution turns negative, as demonstrated on a theoretical model by [35]. Estimates provided by [34] for a mildly congested motorway project demonstrate that, on a longer time horizon, the CBA results may have been essentially different. Williams and Yamashita [35] demonstrate in an estimate for the Cardiff city case study that, contrary to minor shifts in net benefits in short-term perspective, over a 25-year evaluation period, the inclusion of demand elasticity response equal to −0.25 reveals a total user-benefit overestimation rate in fixed-demand approach of ca. 28%; for demand elasticity equal to −1.0, this rises up to 50%. Litman [5] further emphasises these implications for multimodal project appraisal, which he supports with a numerical example; once included in the CBA analysis, the aggregate long-term costs due to induced traffic can essentially shift the balance of project evaluation in favour of public transport solution, yielding the road scheme with a negative outcome.

Although in Section 1 we listed a broad number of research works where induced traffic was quantified and numerous models were proposed, practical estimates of induced traffic often differ depending on individual case study, local conditions, exact definition of induced demand, etc. Thus, forecasting induced demand is methodologically cumbersome, as direct evidence is not available during the appraisal stage (ex ante). The input data can be either declared by network users (stated-preference studies), assumed to be analogous to similar cases (based on evidence from previous road schemes), or just observed ex-post (after implementation of road scheme). Statistically sound and solid estimates of induced traffic are typically unavailable or doubtful. For this reason, assumptions based on fixed traffic demand are made in many appraisal studies. This raises a practical problem when the project can be assessed either based on an unrealistic assumption of fixed travel demand or by utilising arbitrary assumptions of induced (variable) travel demand, none of which seems satisfactory. That is why we propose a different assessment method below. Such approach, detailed in the subsequent section, is to our knowledge the first method that does not require arbitrary assumptions, allows to compare alternative scenarios and still explicitly considers induced traffic.
3. Method

In this, main part of this paper, we propose an alternative method complementing approaches to modelling the effects of induced traffic. We start with the formal introduction of the four-step model, which comprises the most common, fundamental travel demand model for transportation planning practice.

As our objective is to observe the performance of road traffic network, we measure it by means of the following three output indicators: total distance travelled (vehicle-kilometres), total trip duration (vehicle-hours), and their ratio (average network speed). To obtain those values, we use the User Equilibrium (UE) assignment. The UE is a commonly applied assignment method, according to which drivers iteratively update their travel decisions in order to minimize their travel costs (times) and avoid traffic congestion [36]. User Equilibrium can be generically expressed as

\[ q = \text{UE}(s, d), \]

where the travel demand \( d \) is assigned onto the traffic supply (road network) \( s \) to produce the output network traffic flows \( q \). We use the bold (vector) notation to denote the global (network-wide) values, i.e., \( q = \{ q_a; a \in A \} \). The supply (traffic network) is defined as a directed, connected graph \( s = (N, A) \) of nodes \( n \in N \) and arcs \( a \in A \). The nodes are by default nonparametrized, while arcs are parametrized with length \( l_a \), free-flow speed \( v_a \), capacity \( q_a^{\max} \), and travel time function \( t_a(q_a) = (q_a)^{\alpha}(q_a^{\max})^{\beta} \). Results of the assignment procedure are arc traffic flows \( q_a \). We estimate travel time with a macroscopic volume-delay function (VDF) computed from the saturation rate (volume-to-capacity ratio); here, we use the standard Bureau of Public Roads (BPR) function:

\[ t_a = \frac{l_a}{v_a} \cdot \left( 1 + \frac{q_a}{q_a^{\max}} \right)^{\beta}, \]

where \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) are parameters. For the sake of simplicity, we use such elementary travel time function (detailed elaboration on VDF functions can be found in [37]). The reason to use the abovementioned static macroscopic traffic flow model is the fact that it is commonly used in strategic planning and project appraisal and there are no strict recommendations to use more realistic models, such as the first-order macroscopic model of [38] or microscopic agent-based simulators [39] that provide a more detailed picture of queues, spillback, and congestion-related phenomena. Nonetheless, with the above travel time formulas, we can reproduce propagation of the vehicles through the road network with limited (constrained) capacity where congestion would eventually occur.

Trip demand is defined between zones \( Z \subseteq N \) with \( d_{od} \), i.e., the demand between origin \( o \) and destination \( d \), usually defined for a peak hour. Demand is typically obtained from the four-step model, where trips are computed in the following sequence: trip generation, time-of-day choice, trip distribution, and mode choice. The final step is when the demand is supplied in UE traffic assignment (equation (1)), which reproduces drivers’ route-choice behaviour, i.e., how they subjectively choose optimal paths to reach their destinations. Each driver aims to minimize his own travel times (costs) by selecting the path in the network \( s \) yielding minimal travel costs. Travel costs are usually composed of absolute (physical) travel times (equation (2)) and subjective (perceived) attributes like comfort, reliability, past experience, etc. Notably, since road network capacity is limited and insufficient, especially during peak-demand periods, travel times on the shortest routes increase (equation (2)) and drivers seek for more efficient paths. Such adaptive procedure is well represented within the User Equilibrium model (equation (1)), which is broadly defined in the literature; for recent review, we refer to [40].

3.1. Four-Step Demand Model (FSM). We denote the travel demand model as FSM (four-step model) and generically express it with

\[ d = \text{FSM}(\alpha, x), \]

where trip demand \( d \) is obtained from a set of parameters \( \alpha \) and input variables \( x \). This general formulation is further decomposed to four steps according to the following steps.

In the trip generation stage, \( D_{o,p} \) expected daily number of trips of purpose \( p \) departing from origin \( o \) is estimated. Trip purposes comprise typically both Home-Based trips (Home-Work-Home, Home-Education-Home, and Home-Other-Home) and Nonhome-Based trips [41]. Usually, the linear regression is estimated using results from the revealed-preference survey with the explanatory variables \( x \) being demographic data (population), number of work and school places, land-use spatial data (total area of, e.g., commercial, industrial, and leisure facilities), etc., weighted with estimated parameters \( \alpha_g \). For the purposes of our case study, we use the demand model formulated as in the 2013 Kraków Comprehensive Travel Study [42]. We generically express the trip generation from zone \( o \) in trip purpose \( p \) as

\[ D_{o,p} = \alpha_{g_1} \cdot x_1 + \alpha_{g_2} \cdot x_2 + \cdots + \alpha_{g_w} \cdot x_w. \]

The daily number of generated trips estimated with equation (4) is then distributed over the day. In the time-of-day choice model, the number of trips during a respective part of the day (usually AM and/or PM peak hour) is determined using an hourly share \( a_{h,p} \) estimated for each trip purpose from the survey data:

\[ D_{o,p,h} = \alpha_{h,p} \cdot D_{o,p}. \]

In the third step, the origin demand is then assigned (distributed) onto trip destinations according to the trip distribution model. Classically, the gravity-based models are used with distance-decay parameters estimated from the survey data. Since there is no closed-form formulation of the gravity model [43], we denote it as TD and define it generically as follows:

\[ D_{o,d,p,h} = \text{TD}(D_{o,p,h}, d, v_{od}), \]

where number of trips between origin and destination is computed with respect to the origin demand volume \( D \).
The attractiveness rate of destination \( d \), and distance-decay function \( c_{ad} \). Usually the distance-decay function is expressed as a PDF (probability density function) of exponential or log-normal distribution shape.

Once trip matrices have been computed, the mode-choice model is applied in the next step to estimate modal shares. Usually, the considered mode alternatives are car, public transport, walk, and bike. Here, we are interested only in the share of car trips \( s_{o,d,p,h,m} \) which we express with a generic multinomial logit (MNL) model:

\[
s_{o,d,p,h,m} = \left( \frac{\exp(U_m)}{\sum_{m' \in M} \exp(U_{m'})} \right),
\]

where \( U_m \) is the utility of an alternative \( m \) from the available choice-set of alternatives \( M \). The share is then used to extract the number of trips conducted by car (mode \( m \)) from origin \( o \) to destination \( d \) during peak hour \( h \) for trip purpose \( m \):

\[
d_{o,d} = \sum_{p \in P} s_{o,d,p,h,m} \cdot D_{o,d,p,h},
\]

which is the final output of the demand model and becomes an input of assignment procedure (equation (1)) where it is assigned on the supply model (road network) \( s \) to obtain output network flows \( q \).

3.2. Impact Assessment of Road Network Improvements with FSM. Traffic flows in the road network \( q \) (resulting from the assignment equation (1)) can be used to estimate the network performance. Commonly, in the multicriteria analysis, a number of various cost definitions are used, and network costs are in fact a vector of various perspectives of costs. Here, we measure the network costs by means of following performance indicators: total vehicle kilometres \( C_{t} \), total vehicle hours \( C_{v} \), and their ratio-average speed \( C_{r} \):

\[
C_{t}(q) = \sum_{a \in A} q_{a} \cdot t_{a},
\]

\[
C_{t}(q) = \sum_{a \in A} q_{a} \cdot t_{a},
\]

\[
C_{v}(q) = \left( \frac{C_{t}(q)}{C_{r}(q)} \right).
\]

With main emphasis on total travel time \( C_{t} \), which is both the most meaningful parameter for car drivers and, at the same time, the objective in the UE assignment. Within the abovementioned framework, one can investigate the impact of changes in the road network supply \( s \) on travel costs. The network improvement \( s^{*} \) scenario may refer to either construction of a new road link (e.g., new bypass or urban arterial road) or an upgrade to existing road infrastructure (e.g., road widening scheme and rebuilding intersections to grade-separated junctions with free-flow links). It can also comprise a combination of several such schemes. The designed improvements are expected to bring relevant improvements in system performance by reducing the travel times \( C_{r} \) along existing routes, which can now accommodate more traffic within an acceptable travel time (equation (2)), or by providing new opportunities to reach the destination along a new path with lower travel time. We denote the supply improvement by \( s \rightleftharpoons s^{*} \) when a new road-network graph extending the existing one is created. The graph can be modified by changing the arc parameters (e.g., higher capacity of existing arcs) or creating new arcs in the topology (new arteries).

In general, the impact of supply changes on network performance can be estimated assuming the demand is either fixed or elastic. In the baseline method, which is common in the state-of-the-practice appraisal studies, the impact of road network improvement is assessed only at the assignment level (e.g., 1), with an implicit assumption that travel demand \( d \) is fixed. In such case, travel demand (which remains unchanged) is distributed to the new supply graph with lower travel cost. In this case, the solution is obtained simply with

\[
q^{*} = \text{UE}(s^{*}, d),
\]

where the fixed-demand trips \( d \) are supplied to a new traffic network \( s^{*} \), yielding new travel costs which we hope to be lower than the initial ones (at least in terms of travel time):

\[
C_{t}(q^{*}) = \text{UE}(s^{*}, d) \leq C_{t}(q) = \text{UE}(s, d).
\]

This allows to express the benefits \( B(s^{*}) \) of network improvement \( s \rightleftharpoons s^{*} \) in terms of total cost reduction. Most importantly, in terms of total travel times (equation (14)) and also in terms of total trip distance reduction (equation (15)) and vehicle speed increase (equation (16)) (which is maximized, opposite to travel distance and time which are minimized):

\[
B_{t}(s^{*}) = C_{t}(q) - C_{t}(q^{*}),
\]

\[
B_{t}(s^{*}) = C_{t}(q) - C_{t}(q^{*}),
\]

\[
B_{v}(s^{*}) = C_{v}(q^{*}) - C_{v}(q).
\]

Road network improvements are usually assessed based on the abovementioned benefits or by comparing the costs before (“do-nothing” scenario) \( C(q) \) and after improvement scenario \( C(q^{*}) \). This allows to compare various scenarios and rank them to select the optimal one, as well as compose multicriteria indicators where various types of costs can be analysed.

The fixed-demand assumption, as we discussed in Section 1, is doubtful for many researchers and practitioners, since it neglects the crucial phenomenon of induced traffic demand. Thus, it is advocated to extend this approach by assuming that travel demand is variable and sensitive to supply (network) improvements as well as changes in quality of service (e.g., travel times). In such case, we can express the demand induction as a function of supply improvements:

\[
d^{*} = f(s^{*}).
\]
If so, the demand expressed with FSM (equation (3)) changes as well, which we can formally express as a change of parameters and/or variables of the FSM: 

\[ \mathbf{d}' = \text{FSM}(\mathbf{a}', \mathbf{x}'), \]  

(18)

where \( \mathbf{a}' \) denotes changes in the demand model parameters and \( \mathbf{x}' \) denotes changes in explanatory variables. This plays an essentially opposite role to network improvement in the assignment (equation (1)). Whereas network improvement in general should lead to cost reduction \((\partial C_t/\partial s) < 0\), the demand growth leads concurrently to cost increase \((\partial C_t/\partial q) > 0\). This raises a complex problem; when the road improvement might bring benefit on one side, yet at the same time these can be mitigated by increased traffic demand.

Notably, increased demand interdependently relates to supply changes through (equation (17)). Traffic demand can even increase up to the point where the benefits become null, like in the Lewis–Mogridge position, which is in practice not an uncommon phenomenon, especially in metropolitan areas. This can be due to one or more following FSM changes:

1. Changes in explanatory variables, e.g., population and workplace increase due to road investment, formally expressed through the \( \mathbf{x} \rightarrow \mathbf{x}' \) change in equation (4)
2. Changes in trip generation rates; for example, trip frequency (average number of trips per person) becomes higher for some trip purposes \( m \), either on a global (i.e., within the whole city) or local scale (i.e., in selected zones within the direct impact area of road scheme), formally expressed as the \( \mathbf{a}_G \rightarrow \mathbf{a}_G' \), change in equation (4)
3. Changes in time-of-day choices, e.g., more trips are again executed during peak hour due to relieved congestion (the so-called peak narrowing), formally expressed as the \( \mathbf{a}_s \rightarrow \mathbf{a}_s' \), change in equation (5)
4. Changes in destination choice, e.g., more trips are executed to remote destinations due to lower travel costs, formally expressed as the \( \mathbf{c} \rightarrow \mathbf{c}' \) change in equation (6)
5. Mode shifts towards car due to higher car utility \( U_m \) in the mode choice model (equation (7)), leading to higher share \( s \) of trips executed with a car, formally expressed as the \( \mathbf{U}_m \rightarrow \mathbf{U}_m' \) change
6. The nonrational perception of a new investment, i.e., increased riding comfort and/or subjective under-estimation of travel times along the new (improved) road segment \( t_a \rightarrow t_a' \)

Unfortunately, determining the abovementioned changes is nontrivial and usually requires arbitrary assumptions, that is why we propose an alternative approach below.

### 3.3. Lewis–Mogridge Points of FSM Model.

Instead of asking how would network conditions change depending on certain (a priori) demand assumptions, we ask what is the threshold of induced demand under which the benefits are no longer positive. Specifically, we hypothesize that the Lewis–Mogridge position (detailed in Section 1) holds true in simulation analysis. If so, net improvement benefits are null \((B_t(s^*) = 0)\) due to postimprovement traffic induction. Thus, the reformulated question is the following: what adjustments in the demand model will lead to a null benefit-cost balance as a result of analysed road improvement? We denote such demand with \( \mathbf{d}'_l \), the so-called Lewis–Mogridge point, and formalize it with

\[ \mathbf{d}'_l: C_t(\text{UE}(s^*, \mathbf{d}')_l) - C_t(\text{UE}(s, \mathbf{d})) = 0. \]  

(19)

From the list of possible demand changes in Section 2, one can see that there are several interdependent parameters and variables that could change in response to supply (network) modifications. Each of them might lead to null benefit-cost balance at some level, and the problem of finding Lewis–Mogridge points is underdetermined with many possible solutions. Since the number of parameters and variables of FSM is high, this also results in a large and complex solution space where the Lewis–Mogridge points can be found. Instead of exploring this space, we try to expose the partial derivatives of travel cost over a single variable. We incrementally increase the variable until reaching the Lewis–Mogridge point \( \mathbf{d}'_l \). This simplest method of finding the Lewis–Mogridge points (single-variable analysis) allows to estimate partial derivatives and understand the benefits sensitivity subject to changes in respective explanatory variables or parameters. Such analysis can be treated as a way to explore the multidimensional gradient in this complex space \( (\partial C_t/\partial \mathbf{d}) \). It is further used to propose compound scenarios for which more plausible Lewis–Mogridge points are found, as a combination of smaller-scale changes in multiple parameters.

Notably, the Lewis–Mogridge points (equation (19)) can be used to propose a new benefit measure. We propose to formulate it around the two variables: one is the initial benefit (obtained with (equation (12))) and the other is the magnitude of induced demand needed to reach the Lewis–Mogridge point. They form the kind of momentum where the mass is the initial benefit and the acceleration is the induced demand magnitude:

\[ \mu_k = B_t(s^*) \cdot \| \mathbf{d}, \mathbf{d}'_l \|. \]  

(20)

The distance reflects how big the demand induction has to be to reach the Lewis–Mogridge point (and diminish the benefits). The closer it is, the smaller the resilience of scheme-provided network benefits is. We propose to express the distance between original and induced demand by means of the relative growth in the number of trips resulting from the demand model:

\[ \| \mathbf{d}, \mathbf{d}'_l \| = \left( \frac{\sum_{o,d} Z_{0,od}^* - \sum_{o,d} Z_{0,od}}{\sum_{o,d} Z_{0,od}} \right). \]  

(21)

Using the distance measure (equation (21)), we can rank the Lewis–Mogridge points found during the search procedure and select the most probable ones. The probability of induced demand changes is hard to estimate, and we simply
assume that it is inversely proportional to the trip distance (equation (21)), i.e., the smaller the number of trips to be induced the higher the likelihood of traffic demand induction. Consequently, from set of found Lewis–Mogridge points $D^*$, we select the one being the closest to original demand and treat it as the most probable:

$$d^*_{\min} = \arg\min_{d \in D^*} ||d, d^*||. \quad (22)$$

We propose to use $d^*_{\min}$ as the reference and use it in equation (20) for further road network assessment, the main contribution of this paper:

$$\mu_{\nu} = B_{\nu}(s^*) \cdot ||d, d^*_{\min}||. \quad (23)$$

Consequently, we can now estimate $\mu$ for each analysed network improvement with equation (20), which will cover both the fixed-demand initial benefits and number of trips needed to consume it. This measure can be used to compare alternative network improvements and select the optimal one. Significantly, two alternative improvements of similar benefits can be compared and tested against the induced demand. As we demonstrate in the result of the case study, $\mu$ allows to distinguish from two similar improvements the one which is more resilient to induced demand, i.e., the one which allows more induced demand to remain beneficial or (alternatively) which is less likely to be consumed by induced demand.

3.4. Local Impact of Global Demand Changes. The above analysis relies on global values, and both the cost (equation (9)) and benefits (equation (14)) are aggregated for the whole network. However, induced traffic is not necessarily equally distributed across the network. Some vulnerable network arcs may be significantly more affected by demand changes than others. To this end, similar to the abovementioned global consequences of traffic inductions, we also look for “local” Lewis–Mogridge points, i.e., such demand growth and travel times estimated with equation (1)) of alternative river crossings.

4. Results

To illustrate the method, we analysed a major investment scheme in the Kraków road network. The eastern section of the city bypasses a three-lane dual-carriageway expressway with speed limit of 120 km/h including a new bridge crossing over the Vistula river which was opened in the middle of 2017. It allows through traffic bypassing the congested inner-city road network and creates a new connection between the northeastern and southeastern parts of the city as illustrated in Figure 1. We first found several LM points of this investment by modifying demand model parameters and variables to reproduce the induced demand. Finally, we compared alternative investments of similar initial benefits with the proposed $\mu$ indicator, which allowed to identify the investment that is more resilient to induced demand.

Simulations were conducted using strategic transport planning model developed for the city of Kraków, Poland. We used static user equilibrium assignment and detailed network graph with specific, link-type-based travel time functions (equation (2)) estimated from the field data. Demand model was estimated according to the results of 2013 Kraków Comprehensive Travel Study [42]. We analysed morning peak hour (7 AM to 8 AM) traffic flows calibrated to match the observed traffic flows. The demand model included in Krakow simulation model was developed in accordance with FSM specifications introduced above and meets the official requirements imposed for the project appraisal. Simulation output, which was used for further analysis, comprised network traffic flows $q = \{q_a: a \in A\}$ and travel times $t_a$, from which travel costs $C$ could be computed with equation (9). The open structure of the demand model allowed to reconcept the FSM (equation (3)) for any set of parameters and variables.

We run several scenarios in which we investigate the cost sensitivity subject to selected parameters changes. Travel costs changes are traced against the following demand model variables:

(a) Total population growth
(b) Population growth in the analysis corridor (i.e., direct impact area)
(c) Trip generation growth
(d) Peak-hour share growth
(e) Distance-decay decrease (in trip distribution function)
(f) Private car relative utility increase
(g) Increase in perceived attractiveness of the analysed road segment

For each of them, we increase the respective demand variable ca. 5 to 10 times by the same incremental step in order to find the Lewis–Mogridge (L-M) point and to expose the cost sensitivity.

Results are presented in terms of travel costs (total travel times $C_v$) expressed as a function of varying demand, traced through changes to respective parameter ($x^*$) or variable ($x^+$). For scenarios where trip volumes growth can be traced directly, we calculate the distance (equation (21)) and the corresponding $\mu$ value (equation (20)), which we use to compare the results with alternative scenarios.

Additionally, to complement the picture, apart from showing the global (network-wide) results, we also report the direct impact on three alternative river crossings. Since
the analysed road scheme includes a new major river crossing, we are interested in traffic speed changes on three important alternative bridges in the central part of Krakow: the Nowohucki, Kotlarski, and Debnicki bridges. We investigate how the traffic speed relative to the fixed-demand scenario decreases until it reaches the value prior to the investment, when the so-called local L-M point is reached.

4.1. Fixed Demand. We start with modifying the baseline network (supply model) graph \( s \rightarrow s^* \) where we introduce the new road link (the S7 expressway). A total of ca. 10 kilometres of new arcs of capacity 3200 veh/lane/hr and free-flow speed of 120 km/h were added to the network graph. First, we assume that traffic demand is fixed and flows are obtained according to the UE \((s^*, d)\) model (equation (1)). As expected, new efficient paths were found in the graph, which yielded lower travel costs, as illustrated in Figure 2 and in Table 1. The benefits obtained under the assumption of fixed demand are thus significant: a difference of over 2000 vehicle-kilometres, almost 500 vehicle-hours, and an average speed increase of almost 1.0 km/h. These correspond to a 2% reduction rate in vehicle-hours and the average speed increase of 2%. In terms of local impact of the S7 scheme, average traffic speed on the nearest alternative bridge (Nowohucki) rose from 39 km/h to over 43 km/h; on the more distant Kotlarski bridge, the speed increase was lower (38.6 to 39.0 km/h), while on the inner-city and the most congested Debnicki bridge, traffic congestion did not improve at all (remaining at a stable speed of barely 11 km/h).

In further scenarios, we assume that supply changes \( s \rightarrow s^* \) will induce changes in travel demand volumes \( d \rightarrow d^* \). The effect will not be simply obtained from equation (1), but we will estimate the new demand model (equation (17)) for given assumptions in changes of parameters and use it to compute the new user equilibrium UE \((s^*, d^*)\) (equation (12)).

4.2. Total Population Growth. We start with the assumption that road improvement benefits can be consumed due to the general population growth. We simulated a uniformly distributed relative population growth rate for all traffic zones within Krakow. Since population is a principal factor shaping the mobility patterns and their costs, we presume it would have significant impact on road network benefits. Indeed, total travel costs turned out to be strongly related to the population in the modelled area. We gradually increased the population up to an extra 10% (1.1 multiplier) and found the Lewis–Mogridge point at \( x_p \rightarrow 1.028 \cdot x_p \). This implies that the initial benefits of the S7 expressway (reported in Table 1) would be consumed when total population would grow by ca. 2.8% (in comparison, total accumulated growth over last 20 years was ca. 2.4%). Results are presented in Figure 3 where total travel costs are expressed as a function of population growth, with two horizontal lines representing total costs under fixed-demand assumption (lower line) and total costs without the improvement, i.e., initial (“do-nothing”) scenario (upper line). The Lewis–Mogridge (L-M) point is found when total travel costs intersect with the initial-scenario horizontal line (marked with a square). Since the number of trips in demand model is roughly proportional to the population, the global L-M point is reached when the distance \( ||d, d^*||\) (equation (21)) expressed in terms of the number of trips is 2.8%, which yields the \( \mu \) value computed with equation (20) of 2.8% \( \cdot 459 = 7.25 \) (veh-km).

Although the 2.8% population growth consumes 100% of benefits of the road network improvement, we also take a closer look at the output traffic performance of alternative...
river crossings. We aim to understand when the speed at alternative bridges drops back to the prior-investment values. Results are presented in Figure 4, where three analysed bridges are marked with different line styles and squares denote when the speed drops to the initial-scenario level (before the improvement scheme), i.e., the local L-M points for respective bridges (labelled on the left side). Speed at the Kotlarski bridge goes down to the initial-scenario value at ca. 5% population growth; at the Nowohucki bridge it still remains at higher rates even up to the maximum 10% population growth. Interestingly, traffic conditions at the inner-city Debnicki bridge do not improve significantly once
S7 road is opened, but what is more important is the fact that speed drops down immediately once population rate is growing up, regardless of the introduced S7 scheme, and drops way below initial-scenario value in the 10% population growth scenario.

4.3. Impact Corridor Population Growth. Now we restrict the population growth to the direct impact corridor, i.e., traffic zones directly affected by improvements in the level of service. This could occur as, for example, improved road infrastructure could further catalyse the urban development of neighbouring areas [4]. The impact area was delimited by using the average travel time reduction criterion (with a 5% threshold). We run this experiment analogically to the previous one, yet with population growth restricted to those traffic zones only for which travel times were reduced. Obviously, compared to the previous case, in this scenario, a higher relative population growth is needed to reach the global L-M point. The 17% population growth in the impact corridor would be needed to erode all the S7 scheme benefits in Figure 5. We observe that impact of such changes is local, since alternative bridges are less affected than previously as presented in Figure 6. In terms of achieving local L-M points, a 34% population growth in corridor would be needed until traffic speed at the Kotlarski bridge would reach the initial-scenario value. In turn, traffic speed at the most congested Debnicki bridge is less sensitive to the impact corridor population growth than previously, as are speeds for other alternative bridges in general; therefore, if population growth is limited to the directly affected area only, the negative impact of induced demand could be somehow alleviated.

Notably, the L-M point obtained by increasing population rates in the impact corridor yields lower growth in total number of trips (equation (21)). Since ca. 12% of city population lives within the impact corridor, and its L-M point is found for the 17% growth rate, this translates into 2.0% relative growth in total number of trips. Consequently, \( \mu \) becomes 5.28 (veh·km). Yet, since this scenario relies on investment dependent (impact corridor) and arbitrary (5% threshold) assumption, we will not use it for further scenario comparison.

4.4. Trip Generation Growth. In this scenario, assuming a constant population rate, we investigate the effects of an increased mobility rate. We assume that since travel costs are lower due to new investment, some people will decide to travel more frequently [5]. We represent it with the \( \alpha_g \rightarrow \alpha_g' \) increase.

Results are analogous to the previous (population growth) scenarios, yet their practical interpretation may be different. Although in densely populated cities it might be eventually unlikely that the population will grow even further, it is conceivable that mobility rates may grow once travel costs are reduced due to improved traffic conditions. On contrary, in sparsely populated areas, a double increase in population might be probable (especially for lower initial population rates) but a double increase in the mobility rate seems hardly possible. Results are depicted in Figures 7 and 8. The 2.8% global mobility increase rate yields travel costs equal to the initial-scenario ones.

In this scenario, we tested a wider range of trip generation increase, which allowed to expose the linear trend up to 20% of extra mobility growth. The local L-M point is still not reached on the Nowohucki bridge, where traffic speed drops down to 91% of the fixed-demand value, while on the Debnicki bridge it is reduced down to 85% of the fixed-demand value.

4.5. Peak-Hour Share Growth. As supported by empirical evidence, travellers often tend to shift their departure times to avoid congestion (and thus reduce their travel costs) [7], and consequently their actual departure time may become different from the desired one. This phenomenon is positively correlated with the travel costs, and we can thus expect that when travel costs become lower, travellers will not need to deviate from their desired departure times.
We simulate this by multiplying the initial-scenario peak-hour share $\alpha_h \rightarrow \alpha_h +$ with the results depicted in Figure 9. The global L-M point is obtained at the 2.45% peak-hour share increase. Unsurprisingly, the results are interdependent with the previous scenarios; i.e., the $od$ matrix is roughly similar if we increase either the population, mobility rate, or peak-hour share. The distance expressed with relative increase of trip numbers is 2.45%, which is greater than 2.0% obtained for the impact corridor growth; we therefore store the latter as the lowest-distance rate. In this case, the impact of additional trips is global and increases are uniformly distributed over the whole matrix. Again, the difference between the prior scenarios lies in the interpretation, which may be substantially different. More complex results are obtained in the subsequent scenarios.

4.6. Trip Length Growth. Lower travel costs may encourage travelling to further destinations and, in consequence, lead to higher share of long-distance trips. We represent it through $c \rightarrow c^*$ change in equation (6). We gradually decrease the perceived travel cost and find the global Lewis–Mogridge point at the ca. 10% decrease of travel costs perceived at the trip distribution stage, as depicted in Figure 10. Note that in this case the total number of trips will not change, since trip distribution model changes only their spatial distribution and the respective shares of shorter- and longer-range trips. Consequently, neither the distance between fixed-demand figures nor the distance between induced-demand figures could be measured with equation (21) for this scenario; the same holds for the $\mu$ value.

4.7. Mode Shift towards Cars. In this scenario, we assume that the improved road network will become more attractive and additional trips will shift from alternative modes of transport (especially from public transport). We simulate this simply by multiplying the utility used in equation (7): $U_{car} \rightarrow U_{car}^*$. The results (in Figure 11) show that the global L-M point is found at the relative increase in car utility of 7.2%, which translates into ca. 4% higher number of OD trips. If we use this value to compute distance with equation (21) the corresponding $\mu$ value will remain higher than previously obtained ones.

4.8. Underestimated Impedance of New Road Link. New roads may be subjectively perceived by car drivers as more attractive than other segments of road network. Such phenomena can be reproduced in the model as suboptimal route choices when travel cost of a new road is underestimated. We simulate this by reducing the travel time (equation (2)) (i.e., main factor affecting the route choice model) by a given factor. Results depicted in Figure 12 exhibit a nonlinear trend, which becomes evident when perceived travel costs are 50% lower. We reach the global L-M point at the unrealistic null travel time of the introduced S7 expressway (i.e., the “teleport” case). In this case, drivers are attracted by the new road regardless of actual congestion levels, which becomes severe enough to consume all the benefits. In this case, the number of trips
remains the same, so the distance cannot be determined, as well as the $\mu$ value.

4.9. The $\mu$ Indicator. For simulated scenarios, we found in total seven various L-M points and corresponding demand model modifications $d^*$ reproducing the induced demand phenomenon. For most of them, we were able to evaluate the relative increases in number of trips $\|d, d^*\|$ (equation (21)) and the $\mu$ values (equation (20)), as summarised in Table 2.

In this underdetermined problem, where multiple L-M points are found, it is still unclear which one shall be selected as the reference one and used for further analyses and comparisons. In fact, this requires answering the question on likelihood of respective induced demand scenarios, i.e., is it more likely to increase the population by 2.0% or peak-hour share by 2.45%? In further research, this can be more exploited and supported with some evidence; now we simply use the scenario with lowest relative growth in number of trips. However, since the corridor population growth is investment-dependent, we use $\mu$ of the city-wide population growth scenario as the reference one.

4.10. Comparing Scenarios with the Proposed Method. One of the key applications of the proposed method would be for scenario comparison purposes, where the Lewis–Mogridge points would be used to evaluate various possible scenarios and select the optimal ones. The proposed L-M and the related $\mu$ indicator can support this decision-making process and serve as a meaningful comparison measure. We illustrate this with the following experiment.

The abovementioned analysis for S7 expressway scenario is now compared with an alternative scenario. We now estimate benefits for the road network improvements scheme, which would bring about similar benefits in terms of total travel time $B_t$. The alternative scenario involves completion of the third Krakow ring (RR3), a high-capacity, dual-carriageway route with multilevel junctions encircling the inner (central) part of Krakow (Figure 13). The fixed-demand benefits were comparable and total travel costs $C_t$ dropped down by ca. 2000 vehicle-hours, yet if we look at the related Lewis–Mogridge points, we find that the alternative investment (RR3) is significantly less sensitive to induced demand effects (Table 3). The benefits of the RR3 scheme would be totally consumed only by 5.0% population growth, instead of 2.8% found for the previous S7 scheme, i.e., these are global L-M points values obtained for two respective scenarios. This is a clear indication showing that induced-traffic demand needs to be significantly higher to consume benefits of an alternative improvement (RR3), and the related $\mu$ indicator (equation (20)) is twice higher (21 instead of 12):

$$\mu_{S7} = B_t(S7) \cdot \|d, d^*\| = 429 \cdot 0.028 = 12.01,$$

$$\mu_{RR3} = B_t(RR3) \cdot \|d, d^*\| = 426 \cdot 0.05 = 21.30.$$  

5. Discussion

The objective of this paper was to propose an extended approach for assessing the possible benefits of road
improvement schemes, which addresses the issue of their potential erosion due to costs of induced traffic. The method is formulated using the classical Lewis–Mogridge position, where induced traffic demand eventually mitigates all the benefits of road investment schemes. We propose a method that is applicable within the classical four-step model (FSM) for macroscopic trip assignment purposes and demonstrate it for a case study in the Polish city of Kraków (the eastern part of expressway ring road). The objective of the proposed method is to estimate shifts in input (explanatory) variables of four-step demand model, under which the initial (fixed-demand) benefits would be fully diminished by eventual (induced-traffic) costs, i.e., once the so-called Lewis–Mogridge points would be achieved.

Main conclusions from the case study are as follows:

1. In the fixed-demand scenario, the analysed S7 road scheme indeed brings noticeable road network improvements, which are equal to ca. 2% reduction in terms of network-wide vehicle-hours compared to the initial (“do-nothing”) scenario. Apparently, such improvements in traffic conditions could have a profound impact on the ensuing CBA results.

2. In further (variable-demand) scenarios, we apply the proposed method and obtain the following set of the global Lewis–Mogridge points, i.e., marginal increases in (global scale) demand model variables, for which travel costs imposed by additional traffic

### Table 2: The L-M points and $\mu$ values found in the analysed scenario.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>Factor (%)</th>
<th>Distance-relative increase in number of trips (%)</th>
<th>$\mu$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Population</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>2.80</td>
<td>7.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corridor population</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>2.04</td>
<td>5.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trip generation</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>2.80</td>
<td>7.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peak-hour share</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>6.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance-decay</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>10.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Car utility</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Travel time perception</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 3: Comparison of benefits of two alternative network improvements.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>Total travel costs $C_t$</th>
<th>Benefits $B_t$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Initial</td>
<td>22123</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S7</td>
<td>Fixed demand 21664</td>
<td>429</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S7</td>
<td>2.8% pop. growth 22127</td>
<td>$\approx 0$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RR3</td>
<td>Fixed demand 21694</td>
<td>426</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RR3</td>
<td>5% pop. growth 22120</td>
<td>$\approx 0$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 13: Alternative improvement, completion of an inner-city third ring road (RR3) in Krakow with two new bridges crossing the Vistula river (new arcs marked with solid black; bars denote morning peak flow).
demand would mitigate 100% of the benefits brought about by the S7 scheme: total (city) population increase of 3%, local (direct impact corridor) population increase of 17%, trip generation increase of 3%, peak-hour share increase of 3%, 10% lower distance decay in the gravity-based trip distribution model, and 7% lower perceived car disutility in the mode choice model.

(3) Apart from the global (city-wide) analysis, we also investigate the “local” Lewis–Mogridge points and observe what traffic demand increase would cause traffic speeds on alternative bridge crossings to drop down to preinvestment rates. Results expose much higher variability for each considered demand scenario, as even global-scale changes might induce different traffic speed patterns. For example, traffic speeds on alternative bridges would be more resilient to traffic demand increases in case of trip generation growth than in case of total population growth; furthermore, as it might be expected, demand changes limited to the direct impact corridor would much less affect traffic speeds on the more-distant alternative bridge crossings. Finally, each bridge crossing would exhibit a specific pattern of its local Lewis–Mogridge point, depending on its location in the general network topology, with closer alternative crossings exposing higher rates of Lewis–Mogridge points than further or congested inner-city crossings (e.g., speeds on the Debnicki bridge already achieve their preinvestment levels in the fixed-demand scenario).

(4) Out of the multiple Lewis–Mogridge points, we select the one that yields the lowest relative increase in total number of trips. The benefits become null already for a 2% increase in total number of trips in the corridor population growth scenario, compared to 2.8% increase for the trip generation and 4% decrease in perceived car disutility.

(5) Finally, we demonstrate the applicability of the proposed measure for scenario comparison analysis, where the Lewis–Mogridge points can expose different output sensitivity to induced traffic demand. In our example, the S7 road scheme is compared against an alternative scheme comprising upgrades and improvements along the inner-city ring road (the RR3 scheme). We selected such alternative scenario where the initial benefits are similar to the S7 scenario, yet the proposed method exposed that benefits of the S7 scheme are totally consumed for the 2.8% population increase rate, whereas, for the alternative scheme, a 5.0% population increase rate would be required to mitigate all its benefits. This can be captured with a proposed measure $\mu$, which is significantly higher for the more robust scenario.

This can be further extended to propose L-M points of composite scenarios where several variables and parameters of demand model are modified simultaneously to obtain more realistic results. Similarly, the probability of L-M points shall be estimated and the ones that are most likely shall be used for further analyses. Another possible direction is to express the L-M points in terms of demand elasticity corresponding to changes of demand model.

The proposed method can be utilised in transport modelling practice to extend the scope of conventional induced traffic demand: by reversing the common question in induced demand analysis, it focuses instead on evaluating the exact scale of demand input changes which would lead to the Lewis–Mogridge paradox of diminishing all the road network benefits. The proposed Lewis–Mogridge points can be evaluated either on the global scale or more locally to inspect the performance of isolated network elements. Moreover, the proposed method is directly applicable for scenario comparison and sensitivity analysis of various road development schemes to eventual induced traffic effects.
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Additional Points

(1) Road network improvement schemes typically generate induced traffic demand. (2) We introduce the so-called Lewis–Mogridge points of road improvement at which costs of induced demand outweigh the initial benefits. (3) This allows to both include the induced traffic in the analysis and avoid arbitrary assumptions on the induced traffic. (4) We illustrate the proposed method by comparing two alternative network improvements of similar benefits, yet different resilience, to induced demand.
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